
Common Order Language for OurFamilyWizard

Option 1 - 6 hours - for clinically simple cases 

The parties will use the parenting programme OurFamilyWizard (OFW) for all communication purposes other than in an 
emergency where a phone call is necessary. 

The parties will ensure the ToneMeter is used at all times to support effective, strength based positive communications. 

Where necessary the S46G Provider will apply  to OFW on behalf of any party for a fee waiver for the programme, if the 
party is eligible for such a fee waiver, to ensure there is no cost to the party. 

The parties will be instructed to work with Communication Coach pursuant to Section 46 G to ensure accounts are 
correctly set up, tested and monitored for a period of 2 weeks post set up to ensure compliance. 

The coach will monitor all activity of the parties on OFW on a daily basis, providing real time feedback where necessary to 
support in more effective communication. 

The Family Court will appoint a Communication Coach who is confident and competent in the use of OFW. 

Option 2 - 10 hours - for clinically simple cases requiring a longer period of monitoring 

The parties will use the parenting programme OurFamilyWizard (OFW) for all communication purposes  other than in an 
emergency where a phone call is necessary. 

The parties will ensure the ToneMeter is used at all times to support effective, strength based positive communications. 

Where necessary the S46G Provider will apply  to OFW on behalf of any party for a fee waiver for the programme, if the 
party is eligible for such a fee waiver, to ensure there is no cost to the party. 

The parties will  be instructed to work with a communications coach pursuant to Section 46G to ensure accounts are 
correctly set up, tested and monitored for a period of 6 weeks post set up to ensure compliance. 

The Family Court will appoint a Communication Coach who is confident and competent in the use of OFW. 

The coach will monitor all activity of the parties on OFW on a daily basis, providing real time feedback where necessary to 
support in more effective communication, as well as meeting regularly with the parties over the referral period to promote 
positive effective co-parenting using OFW as a key tool. 

Option 3 - 16 + hours - for clinically complex cases requiting a longer period of monitoring and coaching 

The parties will use the parenting programme OurFamilyWizard (OFW) for all communication purposes other than in an 
emergency where a phone call is necessary.  The parties will ensure a minimum of **number** “Moments” from within 
the OFW Journal, will be created and shared with the non-resident parent in every **Number of days** cycle.  

The parties will ensure the ToneMeter is used at all times to support effective, strength based positive communications. 

Where necessary the S46G Provider will apply  to OFW on behalf of any party for a fee waiver for the programme, if the 
party is eligible for such a fee waiver, to ensure there is no cost to the party. 

The parties will be instructed to work with a communications coach pursuant to Section 46G to ensure OFW accounts are 
correctly set up, tested and monitored for a period of **number** months post set up to compliance. 



The Family Court will appoint a Communication Coach who is confident and competent in the use of OFW. 

The coach will monitor all activity of the parties on OFW on a daily basis, proving real time feedback where necessary to 
support more effective communication, as well as meeting regularly with the parties over the referral period to promote 
positive effective coparenting using OFW as a key tool. 

The coach will work with the Lawyer for Child whose appointment will be continued to ensure parties compliance with the 
order.  The coach will obtain a waiver of privilege at the start of the work from all parties to allow the L4C to be kept fully 
up to date with parties compliance.  The S46G coach will also ensure the L4C is able to access the parties OFW account. 




